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Regulating Wind Access in California:
Legal Drafting
Although wind has been recognized as a source of energy for centu-
ries,' use of wind energy in the United States has been limited to
pumping water and generating electricity on a small scale in rural ar-
eas.2 Recent concern about developing economical, dependable, and
environmentally safe energy alternatives has stimulated interest in the
use of wind to generate electricity in the United States.' Commercial
development of "wind farms"4 has begun in several states, including
California.'
Federal6 and state1 legislation have encouraged development of the
1. See generally, Taubenfeld & Taubenfeld, Wind Energy: Legal Issues and Legal Barriers,
31 Sw. L.J. 1053 (1977) [hereinafter cited as Taubenfeld].
2. See OFFICE OF APPROPRIATE TECHNOLOGY, STATE OF CALIFORNIA, LOCAL ENERGY INI-
TIATIVEs: A SECOND LOOK 64 (1981); see also L. Corr, WIND ENERGY: LEGAL ISSUES AND
INsTITToNAL BARRIERS 5 (Solar Energy Research Institute (hereinafter referred to as SERI)
Publication No. SERI/TR-62-241, 1979) [hereinafter cited as Corr].
3. See R. NouN, THE ACQUISITION OF WIND RIGHTS FOR WIND ENERGY DEVELOPMENT 2
(SERI Publication No. SERI/TR-62-241, 1981) [hereinafter cited as NOUN].
4. A wind farm is a cluster of wind energy conversion systems (hereinafter referred to as
WECS) in a high wind resource area. See NouN, supra note 3, at 2.
5. There are nine windfarms-clusters of wind-driven turbines generating electricity
that's sold to a utility-currently underway in California, spread among such buffeted
sites as the San Gorgonio Pass, the Tehachapis and here. By the end of 1982, those nine
farms are expected to be dotted with 1,300 turbines whipping up 60 megawatts of elec-
tricity, according to the California Energy Commission. That's about the equivalent of
15 Rancho Seco nuclear power plants running at full capacity.
See Buck, Harvesting the Wrind A New Energy Crop, Sacramento Bee, Feb. 27, 1981, California
Life, at 10 [hereinafter cited as Harvesting the Wind].
6. See The Public Utility Regulatory Policies Act of 1978 (hereinafter referred to as
PURPA) 16 U.S.C. §§2601-2645 (Supp. II 1978) (enacted to encourage use of renewable energy
resources such as wind, to produce electricity).
ITihough multifaceted, PURPA is most widely known for requiring that utility compa-
nies buy excess electricity from small power producers and cogenerators; this is called
"buy-back." It also requires that they pay reasonable rates for the power and providebac kp service.
In one step, PURPA eliminates three major barriers to greater use of small wind gen-
erators. First, it exempts small power producers from restrictions of the Federal Power
Act. Previously, a home wind system, for example, could have been considered a utilityand regulated as such by a state public utility commission. (Paperwork alone would
have buried many small power producers.) PURPA assures wind system users backup
power at nondiscriminatory rates. Third, PURPA guarantees small power producers 
a
market for their excess energy, helping to make wind systems economically feasible.Congress, through PURPA, sought to encourage smll-scale power production from
small wind systems, unused dams and other alternative sources of electricity by remov-
ing the barriers some utilities set up. But PURPA also creates a powerful financial in-
centive not present before. Utilities not only must allow interconnections between wind
generators and their own ines but they also must pay more than they have in the past forthe excess power these small producers generate.
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wind energy resource on a large scale.' In 1974, the California Legisla-
ture passed the Warren-Alquist State Energy Resources Conservation
and Development Act9 declaring electrical energy to be essential to the
health, safety, and welfare of the people of the state.10 The Act further
stated that it is the responsibility of the state to ensure that a reliable
supply of electrical energy is maintained. I Since 1974, state policy has
indicated a preference for environmentally benign technologies.1 2 In
1978 the legislature explicitly recognized the energy potential of the
wind and mandated that by the year 2000 ten percent of electricity in
the state come from wind. 3 To meet that goal, the resource will have
to be developed and used as efficiently as possible.
In addition to encouraging the development of wind energy the legis-
lature also has recognized that natural resource conservation is funda-
mentally important to the people of California.1 4 Proper development
of the wind resource will help reduce dependency on oil, gas, and other
nonrenewable, energy producing resources in California, thereby con-
serving fossil fuel resources. The state, thus, has a compelling interest
in the development of wind energy to conserve existing resources and
to ensure a reliable energy supply for the future. The best way of
achieving this state interest is by encouraging the private development
of wind energy.
The right to guaranteed wind access is a central issue in wind energy
development and access to the wind is vital to the developer'5 because
the utility of the wind as an economic energy source is inextricably
Gipe, PUPA: A New Law Heps Make Small Scale Power Production Profitable, Sierra, at 53,
Nov./Dec., 1981; see also Wind Energy Systems Act of 1980, 42 U.S.C.S. §§9201-9213 (Law. Co-
op. Supp. 1981) (enacted to provide for an accelerated program of wind energy research, develop-
ment, and demonstration). But see American Elec. Power Serv. Corp. v. Federal Energy Regula-
tory Comm'n. - Fed. 2d -, (D.C. Cir. 1982); Small Producer Sale of Power to Utilities Thrown
Into Doubt, Wall St. J. Jan. 25, 1982, at 11, col. 4.
7. See generally Cal. Alternate Energy Source Financing Authority Act, CAL. PUB. Rns.
CODE §§26000-26042.4.
8. "Large scale" means clusters of wind machines generating over 30 kilowatts of energy.
See NouN, supra note 3, at 1.
9. See generally CAL. PUB. REs. CODE §§25000-25968.
10. See id. §25001.
11. See id.
12. The state and federal governments must be responsible for ensuring adequate and
reliable energy supplies primarily by channeling investments into energy efficient and
renewable energy resources and fuels, options that are likely to have the greatest long-
term social, environmental, and economic benefits.
See CALIFORNiA ENERGY COMiMssION 1981 BIENNIAL REPORT at 191.
13. See CAL. PuB. REs. CODE §25611(b); see also Harvesting the Wind, supra note 5, at 10.
California has pledged itself to generate 10 percent of its electricity needs-7,700 mega-
watts-by the year 2000. And it confidently expects to reach that goal, based on a wind
survey that pinpointed high-wind sites in California capable of generating 13,000 mega-
watts of electricity. Id.
14. See CAL. Pun. REs. CODE §9001.
15. A developer is someone with an interest in a wind-farm installation who intends to sell
the energy produced by the WECS.
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linked to its velocity. Any obstruction to the flow of the wind, whether
by a tree, a building, or an adjacent wind energy conversion system 16
(hereinafter referred to as a WECS), affects the velocity of the wind.
Even a slight impediment to the flow of the wind diminishes velocity
and therefore has a dramatic effect on wind power generation. For ex-
ample, the slight reduction in wind speed from ten miles an hour to
eight miles an hour results in a 50% reduction of the energy originally
available. 7 Thus, absent effective protection of wind access the power
potential of the downwind WECS may be significantly diminished by
upwind obstructions.' To protect the developer's initial investment
and to ensure continued profitability of a WECS, guaranteed access or
"right"' 9 to the unimpeded flow of the wind is essential. California,
however, has no well-developed body of law regulating wind access.
The California Energy Commission (hereinafter referred to as the En-
ergy Commission) and the State Office of Appropriate Technology
have drafted a model local ordinance.2" The California draft ordi-
nance suggests several approaches for handling wind access including
self-protection,2 "first in time, first in right,"22 and zoning.23 Although
16. A wind energy conversion system, or wind turbine, converts the kinetic energy in the
wind into a usable form of electrical or mechanical energy. The most common applica-
tions of wind energy conversion systems are pumping water and generating electricity.
There are two major types of wind turbines. One type is known as a horizontal-axis
machine because the axis of the blade rotation is parallel to the horizon. Horizontal-axis
wind turbines typically use two- or three-bladed rotors. Torque, developed by the rotor,
is transmitted through a gear box to mechanically pump water, or to turn an electric
generator to produce electricity. The turbine turns itself parallel to the wind as the wind
direction changes. A vertical-axis wind system is a turbine with an axis of rotation per-
pendicular to the wind system. The blades, positioned vertically and parallel to the axis
of rotation, move into the wind stream during each revolution. Vertical-axis machines
are usually built close to the ground and, therefore, are not restricted by the horizontal-
axis height requirements. Unlike a horizontal-axis machine, the rotor does not have to
be turned into the wind as the wind direction changes.
The sizes of wind energy conversion systems vary according to the amount of electric-
ity being sought. The largest wind turbines have blade diameters of up to 300 feet and
are mounted on 200-foot towers. WECS of this size have the capacity to produce 3,000
kw. Small wind energy conversion systems, suitable for individual residential or busi-
ness use, generally produce less than 20 kw of electricity and have blade diameters of less
than 25 feet. Small wind energy conversion systems are generally mounted on 60 to 80-
foot towers.
CALIFORNIA ENERGY COMMISSION AND CALIFORNIA OFFICE OF APPROPRIATE TECHNOLOGY,
DRAFT MODEL ORDINANCE FOR SMALL WIND ENERGY CONVERSION SYSTEMS, 2-5 (1981) [here-
inafter cited as DRAFT MODEL ORDINANCE].
17. See CoLT, supra note 2, at 10 (citing P. PUTNAM, POWER FROM THE WIND, 15 (1948)).
18. See id.
19. "Wind rights" is a term that describes the acquisition, holding and transferring of guar-
anteed access to the wind resource over land for electric power generation. Noun & Pollack, Legal
Access: Getting Your Share of the Sun, APPROPRIATE TECHNOLOGY TIMES, July 1, 1981, at 7.
20. See generally DRAFT MODEL ORDINANCE, supra note 16. See also conversation with
Dan Richard, Advisor to Chairman, California Energy Commission, concerning Draft Model Or-
dinance, Jan. 30, 1982 (notes on file at the Pac#fc Law Journal) [hereinafter cited as Conversation]
(the draft model ordinance was written with small WECS in mind).
21. See DRAFT MODEL ORDINANCE, supra note 16, at 22.
22. See DRAFT MODEL ORDINANCE, supra note 16, at 23.
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the California draft model ordinance recognizes the importance of reg-
ulating wind access, 4 it offers nothing definitive regarding protection
of wind access.2 5 Access protection should encourage wind develop-
ment and maximize wind energy production. This comment investi-
gates methods that may be used to regulate wind access in California.
The initial issue concerns whether the state, the local jurisdictions, or
the individual developers can most effectively regulate wind access.
The first section of this comment focuses on the role of the state in this
area 26 and concludes that the proper role of the state is to establish
broad policy guidelines. Specific regulation, however, is most appro-
priate at the local level.27 The substantive nature of the regulation
must then be considered. Several solutions to the issue of wind access
have been proposed. The proposals use legal principles drawn from
real property,28 oil and gas, 29 and water law.30 These models, however,
do not necessarily consider the interest of the state in maximum energy
contribution from the resource.3 1 This comment will suggest unitiza-
tion, a concept derived from oil and gas law, as an approach to regulat-
ing wind access that does accommodate the compelling state interest in
developing the maximum energy potential of the wind.32 The com-
ment will begin with a discussion of the role of the state in regulating
wind access.
THE ROLE OF THE STATE IN REGULATING WIND ACCESS
The responsibility of the state for ensuring a reliable supply of elec-
trical energy33 and promoting prompt and efficient development of re-
newable energy resources 34 establishes a legitimate state interest in
wind access regulation. Concern for wind access regulation is also con-
sistent with the state interest asserted in most other energy producing
resources.3 5 For example, in 1974, the Energy Commission36 was es-
tablished to represent and protect the state interest in energy produc-
23. See DRAFT MODEL ORDiNANcE, supra note 16, at 23.
24. See DRAFT MODEL ORDINANCE, supra note 16, at 21.
25. See DRAFT MODEL ORDrNANcE, supra note 16, at 21.
26. See notes 33-70 and accompanying text infra.
27. See notes 52-70 and accompanying text infra.
28. See notes 85-101 and accompanying text infra.
29. See notes 121-130 and accompanying text infra.
30. See notes 102-115 and accompanying text infra.
31. See notes 84-120 and accompanying text infra.
32. See notes 121-148 and accompanying text infra.
33. See CAL. PUB. REs. CODE §25001.
34. See id. §26001.
35. Energy producing resources regulated by the state include oil, gas, nuclear, hydroelectric,
solar, cogeneration and steam generation.
36. See generaly CAL. PuB. REs. CODE §§25200-25224.
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tion?7 Electrical transmission, generating plants, and the siting and
development of all thermal38 power plants generating over fifty mega-
watts39 are regulated by the state through the Energy Commission.40
Similarly, the state interest in other energy producing resources has
been asserted in legislative findings. The legislature has found it neces-
sary and essential to the state to use all commercially feasible means to
promote prompt and efficient development of renewable energy
sources.41 The legislature has stipulated further that energy sources,
such as wind, that reduce the degradation of the environment and pro-
tect the health, welfare, and safety of the people of California are in the
public interest and serve a public purpose.42 Consequently, legislation
regarding solar,43 geothermal,' and biomass45 produced efiergy has
been enacted. Solar energy is promoted by statutes protecting and en-
couraging the development of solar systems.' Legislation also has en-
couraged the development of geothermal and biomass energy
sources.
4 7
Legislation encouraging wind energy development has also been en-
acted48 but is silent regarding regulation of wind access. Some form of
access regulation is desirable to achieve orderly and economic develop-
ment of wind energy. How active a role the state should play, however,
must be explored. The state may approach wind energy regulation
three ways: no statewide regulation; statewide wind districting; or state
policy legislation authorizing local regulation. The amount of state in-
volvement in wind access regulations will affect the extent to which the
resource is developed. Ideally, the state should seek a level of involve-
ment that best encourages orderly wind development.
A. No State Regulation of Wind .Access
At one extreme, the state could decide not to become involved in
wind access regulation. This option, however, would be disadvanta-
37. See id. §25216 (powers and duties of the Energy Commission).
38. Thermal power plants involve the production of steam to drive a turbine generator. See
Conversation supra, note 20.
39. See CAL. PuB. REs. CODE §25120.
40. See id. §25216.
41. See id. §26001.
42. See id.
43. See The Solar Rights Act of 1978, CAL. STATS 1978, c. 1154, 3541 (enacting CAL. CiV.
CODE §§714, 801, 801.5; CAL. GOV'T CODE §§65850.5, 66473.1, 66475.3; CAL. HEALTH & SAFETY
CODE §17959.1.)
44. See generally The Geothermal Resources Act, CAL. PuB. REs. CODE §§6901-6925.2.
45. See generally id. §§25630-25641.
46. See CAL. CIV. CODE §801.5, CAL. GOV'T CODE §65850.5.
47. See generally California Alternative Energy Source Financing Authority Act, CAL. PUB.
REs. CODE §§26000-26042.
48. See id. §25611.
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geous to both the state and the developer. Absent state regulation or
policy guidelines a wind developer would have no legal assurance of
continued wind access. This is the current state of affairs. Conceiva-
bly, a developer might select a good location and install a costly4 9
WECS only to find that he has no legal protection from interference by
a subsequent upwind developer. The upwind developer would have
effectively "robbed"50 the neighbor of the wind and diminished the
commercial investment of the downwind developer. Furthermore, the
upwind site may yield substantially less energy than the downwind site
and the overall energy production potential of the resource is reduced.
This situation is inequitable and discourages prudent resource develop-
ment. Maximum resource development is sacrificed because WECS
developers purchase more property than they need or can afford to de-
velop to prevent upwind interference and protect their investment. 1
Injured developers may seek judicial resolution to wind access dis-
putes. Without statutory or common law direction, however, the court
could refuse to act or could analogize wind to other resources to resolve
access suits. In view of the complex policy issues involved in wind ac-
cess and the presence of a significant state energy interest, the legisla-
ture, not the court, is best suited to determine this issue. By drafting
legislation the problems resulting from case by case adjudication can be
avoided and orderly, effective wind development encouraged. In sum-
mary, the state has a significant policy interest in wind resource devel-
opment. Some state regulatory involvement is warranted but the
question of the degree of regulation necessary at the state level remains.
B. Statewide Wind Districting
The state could respond to the issue of wind access by assuming com-
plete control of wind development throughout California. The legisla-
ture, either by establishing a new agency or by assigning responsibility
to an existing department, could create state wind districts based on
wind mapping and WECS siting. Wind districts regulated at the state
level would enable development of an overall state plan that would
focus on maximum energy production from the resource. Complete
control might thereby yield the most propitious resource development
from the point of view of the state, but a statewide plan might not be
sensitive to local variables and development concerns, including noise,
49. The cost of a WECS varies from $750.00 to over $1,000,000.00 depending on the size and
model of the wind turbine.
50. See Taubenfeld, supra note 1, at 1072.
51. See conversations with Steve Monroe, John Obermeier, and Larry Larsen, WECS devel-
opers, Jan. 20, 1982 (concerning WECS development) (notes on file at the Pac/fc Law Journal).
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aesthetics, and safety. Furthermore, entrepreneurial enthusiasm might
be dampened at the prospect of considerable involvement with a state
bureaucracy determining access issues.
The legislature has found local land use, environmental protection,
and other concerns must be included in planning for future electrical
generating and transmission facilities.12 Moreover, California has tra-
ditionally delegated maximum authority to local jurisdictions in mat-
ters of zoning and land use. 3
State preemption of local control over energy generation has been
limited to power sources having the greatest environmental impact. 4
Balancing energy needs with air, water, and soil quality; endangered
species; and solid waste disposal made local control over siting diffi-
cult.55 But the state assumption of jurisdiction over the siting of these
kinds of power plants did not alter the desirability of local control
when it would not hamper energy development. 6 Wind access can and
should be effectively controlled locally. WECS placement and siting
affects land use57 and, the community affected, because of its proximity
to the resource, is better able to handle site-specific wind power matters
than the state government. For example, a WECS poses different envi-
ronmental, aesthetic, and access problems in the Mojave Desert then it
does along a ridge in the Sierra. Local interest, however, must not de-
feat the overriding state goals of alternative energy resource develop-
ment, conservation, and environmental quality. Some state legislation
is desirable to ensure that the state interests are accommodated.
C. State Policy and Local Regulation
New legislation which establishes state policy and guidelines for
wind access but delegates regulatory authority to local jurisdictions is
one possible state option. Oregon, the first and only state to enact legis-
lation recognizing the importance of wind access has adopted this
method of regulation.
1. Two-Tiered Legislation
The Oregon statute 5 allows local jurisdictions to adopt standards
52. See CAL. PUB. REs. CODE §25003.
53. See CAL. GOV'T CODE §§65800, 65850.
54. See Conversation supra, note 20 (concerning local control over siting of power generation
facilities).
55. See Conversation supra note 20.
56. See Conversation supra note 20.
57. See Harvesting the Wind, supra note 5, at 8 (concerning WECS effect on local land use).
58. See OR. REv. STAT. §215.110(l)
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protecting wind access59 and further authorizes local jurisdictions to
develop ordinances6' that to the extent feasible protect the access of
existing WECS.6 1 By authorizing local jurisdictions to develop their
own wind access ordinance, the state allows maximum flexibility to
protect wind access in a way compatible with local needs and problems.
A similar two-tiered approach to regulation may be found in the so-
lar access statute enacted by California.62 The California Solar Rights
Act of 1978 acknowledges the important role of solar energy systems in
reducing the dependence of the state on nonrenewable fossil fuels and
in decreasing environmental pollution.6 3  The Solar Rights Act is in-
tended to promote and encourage widespread use of solar energy sys-
tems and to protect and facilitate adequate access to the sunlight
necessary to operate solar energy systems. 6' The Solar Rights Act fur-
ther renders void and unenforceable any instrument or interest affect-
(1) A planning commission may recommend to the governing body ordinances in-
tended to implement part or all of the comprehensive plan. The ordinances may pro-
vide, among other things, for:
(h) Protecting and assuring access to wind for potential electrical generation or
mechanical application.
(2) The governing body may enact, amend, or repeal ordinances to assist in carrying
out a comprehensive plan. If an ordinance is recommended by a planning commission,
the governing body may make any amendments to the recommendation required in the
public interest. If an ordinance is initiated by the governing body, it shall, prior to enact-
ment, request a report and recommendation regarding the ordinance from the planning
commision, if one exists, and allow a reasonable time for submission of the report and
recommendation;
§227.090 (1) Except as otherwise provided by the city council, a city planning com-
mission may:
(a) Recommend and make suggestions to the council and to other public authori-
ties concerning:
(E) Protection and assurance of access to wind for potential future electrical
generation or mechanical application.
§227.290 (3) The council may consider, in enacting ordinances governing building
setback lines and maximum building height, the impact on available wind resources.
The ordinances shall protect an existing wind energy system's wind source to the extent
feasible.
59. See OR. REv. STAT. §92.044(l)(a)(F):
(1) The governing body of a county or a city shall, by regulation or ordinance, adopt
standards and procedures, in addition to those otherwise provided by law, governing, in
the area over which the county or the city has jurisdiction under ORS 92.044 the submis-
sion and approval of tentative plans and plats of subdivisions and governing the submis-
sion and approval of tentative plans and maps of major partitions.
(a) Such standards may include taking into consideration the location and sur-
rounding area of the proposed subdivisions or the proposed major partitions, re-
quirements for.
(F) Protection and assurance of access to wind for potential electrical generation
or mechanical application.
60. See id. §§25.110(l), 92.044(l)(a)(F), (1)(b).
61. See id. §22.290(3).
62. See generally CAL. STATS. 1978, c. 1154.
63. See id. §2(a), (b).
64. See id. §2(c).
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ing real property which prohibits or restricts the installation or use of a
solar energy system. 65 Local provisions that impose reasonable restric-
tions on solar energy systems, however, are not barred if the restrictions
do not increase the cost or decrease the efficiency of the solar energy
systems.66 Similar wind access legislation should be enacted.
Existing California legislation recognizes the abundance of wind en-
ergy and declares the need for a wind energy program using private
and public large scale WECS.67 State legislation also indicates the state
interest in productive development and use of the resource to help meet
the energy needs of the state.68 But if wind is to play a significant role
in the energy production of the state, the state interest should be reiter-
ated in legislation of longer effect.69 State legislation also should recog-
nize the importance of wind access to wind energy production and, as
Oregon has done,70 enable local jurisdictions to develop an appropriate
method for regulating local wind access. Legislation should allow reg-
ulatory methods to differ from county to county according to local con-
siderations, including the availability of the wind resource, topography,
and wind patterns.
2. Local Considerations
Areas with a high wind potential have the greatest need for the or-
derly development of the resource and protection of wind access.71
Preliminary wind mapping has indicated where these areas are located
throughout the state.72 The Carquinez Straits and San Gorgonio
Pass, 73 for example, have good to excellent estimated mean annual
wind speeds of eleven to more than fourteen miles per hour. 74 Other
65. See, CAL. CIV. CODE §714 (this statute is referred to by some people as the "plant a tree,
go to jail" law).
66. See California Solar Rights Act of 1978, CAL. GOV'T CODE §65850.5, CAL. PUB. RES.
CODE §25980. See generally CALIFORNIA ENERGY COMMISSION, PROTECTING SOLAR ACCESS: A
GUIDEBOOK FOR CALIFORNIA COMMUNITIES, app. (1980).
67. See CAL. STATs. 1978, c. 1089, §l(d), at 3329 (enacting CAL. PUB. RES. CODE §25611).
68. "[W]ind should be an important element of the state's energy supply mixes. . ."; id.
§l(l)(b) at 3329, "California needs a wind energy program which will result in siting of large-scale
wind electric systems owned and operated by private and public utilities throughout the state."
Id. §(l)(d), at 3329.
69. Current legislation is effective only until January 1, 1984 unless extended by statute prior
to that date. See CAL. PuB. RES. CODE §25611(0.
70. See generally Oregon Laws 1981, c. 590 at 663.
71. Due to a combination of ocean breezes and the heat bank of the Central Valley, Califor-
nia has some of the best wind sites in the country. During the summer the warm air in the Central
Valley rises and pulls in cool air from the ocean. The cool air, sucked in to replace the upward
draft creates heavy winds. See Harvesting the i5nd, supra note 5, at 10.
72. See CALIFORNIA ENERGY COMMISSION & STATE OFFICE OF APPROPRIATE TECHNOL-
ooY, COMMON SENSE WIND ENERGY 38-39 (1981) [hereinafter cited as COMMON SENSE WIND
ENERGY].
73. See COMMON SENSE WIND ENERGY, supra note 72, at 38-39.
74. See COMMON SENSE WIND ENERGY, supra note 72, at 38-39. See also Conversation,
supra note 20. (The measure of installed capacity may be better, approximately 2000 megawatts
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counties, however, particularly in the northern central valley, with esti-
mated mean annual wind speeds of below eleven miles per hour have
poor wind power development potential."5 Counties with low wind po-
tential will likely not experience large scale wind power development
and therefore will not require extensive local regulation.76
Methods for regulating wind access should consider local topography
because roughness of terrain will affect wind speed and the energy po-
tential of the resource in that area.77 Smoother terrain, free of large
obstacles, affords greater energy potential at lower heights. 78 Straights
and passes provide excellent WECS development sites because they
concentrate the resource.79
Finally, state legislation should direct local jurisdictions to address
issues of local importance that affect wind access.80 These local issues
may include ways to mitigate the economic effect of land speculation
on wind access rights," the effect of regulating wind access on existing
zoning schemes,12 and local environmental and aesthetic concerns.8 3
Local wind access regulation should accommodate the state interest in
maximum energy production yet be as compatible as possible with
these local concerns.
Enabling legislation declaring state policy on wind development and
directing local jurisdictions to regulate wind access will accommodate
state interests and at the same time allow local jurisdictions to tailor
regulatory methods to meet varying needs. Several substantive analo-
gies are available to local jurisdictions for regulating access. The next
section of this comment analyzes these options and suggests the appli-
in Carquinez Straits and 3000 megawatts in San Gorgonio. It is interesting to compare this capac-
ity with the capacity of a standard nuclear power plant which is only 1000 megawatts.)
75. See COMMON SENSE WIND ENERGY, supra note 72, at 38-39.
76. See NouN, supra note 3, at 9. Residential wind machines, however, pose different
problems in the areas of safety and tort liability. Local regulation will be necessary to address
these issues, but discussion of local regulation of small WECS is beyond the scope of this
comment.
77. See COMMON SENSE WIND ENERGY, supra note 72, at 38-39.
78. See COMMON SENSE WIND ENERGY, supra note 72, at 44.
79. See Conversation, supra note 20 (regarding siting of WECS).
80. A detailed analysis of these related concerns can be found elsewhere and is beyond the
scope of this discussion. See notes 144-145 and accompanying text infra.
81. The Oregon wind access law was initiated when Don Bain, a wind specialist, became
concerned that speculators with no intention of constructing WECS were leasing promising wind
sites, hoping that the value of the property would rise. Mr. Bain favors "use it or lose it" provi-
sions to force wind development within a certain period of time, or loss of the wind rights. This
would prevent speculators from "cornering the market." The "use it or lose it" provision did not
become part of the Oregon law. See 3 SOLAR L. REP. 412 (1981); NOUN, supra note 3, at 2; see
also Furlong, WindFarm Site Sparks LandBoom, Los Angeles Times, Nov. 17, 1981, at 1, col. 1.
82. See Corr, supra note 2, at 9.
83. "But some local communities are expressing concerns about noise, security, electrical
safety, and aesthetics." See Harvesting the Wind, supra note 5, at 8; COrT, supra note 2, at 17; and
Taubenfeld, supra note 1, at 1054.
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cability of "unitization," a concept borrowed from oil and gas law, as a
solution for resolving wind access at the local level.
METHODS OF REGULATING WIND ACCESS
Local jurisdictions can draw upon legal principles from real prop-
erty, water, and zoning law to regulate wind access.84 This section in-
vestigates the effectiveness of these models in dealing with the wind
access problem posed by large scale WECS.
A. Real Property Solutions
Real property law offers three possible solutions to wind access regu-
lation: acquisition of fee title,85 acquisition of an easement,8 6 or acqui-
sition of a covenant.87 Although these solutions could be used to
regulate wind access, they are not appropriate for large scale WECS
development.
A local jurisdiction could require that a wind developer acquire fee
title to sufficient upwind property to assure wind access. 88 Certainly, if
a developer holds title to a large enough parcel of land, an unob-
structed wind flow could be ensured. By controlling the surrounding
property the developer creates a buffer zone around the WECS that
serves to protect his wind access. This solution, however, has signifi-
cant drawbacks. Property costs have risen dramatically in high wind
areas.8 9 In addition, the cautious developer may purchase more land
than is necessary to protect his investment. Consequently this solution
is an expensive one for the developer. Moreover, by encouraging ineffi-
cient land use, this approach protects only the interest of the developer
84. See generally Taubenfeld, supra note 1, at 1073.
85. See generally 2 R. POWELL, THE LAW OF REAL PROPERTY, §179, n.19 (P. Rohan, ed.
1981) [hereinafter cited as POWELL] (the estate in fee simple is the most inclusive interest which
can exist in land).
86. An easement is a limited interest in land capable of creation by conveyance, which is
in the possession of another and is protected against interference by a third party. The
interest is not terminable at will by the possessor of the land, nor is it a normal incident
of a possessory land interest.
See 3 POWELL, supra note 85, §405 n.82(1).
87. A covenant is an agreement or promise of two or more parties that something is
done, will be done or will not be done. In modem usage, the term covenant generally
describes promises relating to real property which are created in conveyances or other
instruments. Where the promisor is bound by the covenant to a present state of facts or
the future performance of some act, the covenant is said to be "affirmative." A covenant
is deemed, on the other hand, to be "negative" where the promisor is bound not to
perform an act.
See 5 POWELL, supra note 85, §670.
88. See Corr, supra note 2, at 10.
89. In Boulevard, a town in San Diego County, real estate prices have ballooned from $1000
an acre to $5000 an acre along a one mile stretch where WECS are going up. See Furlong, Wind
Farm Site Sparks Land Boom, Los Angeles Times, Nov. 17, 1981, at 1, col. 1.
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without consideration of the interest of the state in maximum energy
production in high wind areas.
Short of acquiring fee simple title, the local jurisdiction could require
a developer to acquire an easement. An easement is a right of the own-
er of one parcel of land to use the land of another for a special pur-
pose.90 Acquiring easements in neighboring property is usually more
economical than acquiring fee simple title to that land. In addition,
because easements can be recorded and run with the land,9 local juris-
dictions could recognize privately negotiated airspace easements 92 over
adjacent property. Burdened landowners would thereby be prevented
from obstructing the wind flow through the easement. 93
A covenant is an agreement between parties which limits or prohibits
certain uses of property.94 A covenant protecting wind rights would
prescribe specific restrictions on structures and vegetation of the bur-
dened property that otherwise would obstruct wind flow.95
Acquisition of easements or covenants from neighboring property
owners could enable a WECS developer to protect wind access. This
approach has been adopted by the state of Oregon and by the cities of
Fairfield, California and Lincoln, Nebraska.96 When applied to large
wind developments, however, the easement or covenant approach
presents problems. First, easements and covenants are voluntary and a
landowner has no obligation to sell such an interest to a neighboring
WECS developer.97 Second, although easements and covenants may
be less expensive to acquire than fee simple title to adjacent property, a
WECS developer holding a site with multidirectional wind flow may
need to negotiate many easements or covenants to protect access. 98 In a
high wind area, initial acquisition of multiple easements or covenants
could be very costly.99 Easements might include unnecessarily large
buffer zones and therefore cause inefficient development of high re-
source areas. Similarly, the -resource potential of the burdened prop-
90. See 3 POWELL, supra note 85, §405 n.82 (definition of easement).
91. See 3 PowELL, supra note 85, §405 n.82 (definition of easement).
92. See NouN, supra note 3, at 6.
93. See NouN, supra note 3, at 6.
94. See 5 POWELL, supra note 85, §670 (definition of covenant).
95. See 5 POWELL, supra note 85, §670 (definition of covenant).
96. Fairfield, California allows recordation of wind easements to protect access. Lincoln,
Nebraska requires that WECS developers provide covenants, easements, or similar documenta-
tion from abutting land owners providing access to wind sufficient for adequate WECS operation
unless adequate accessibility is provided on the site. These ordinances, however, are not designed
to accommodate large scale WECS installations, nor are they concerned primarily with access.
Easements and covenants are simply methods of regulating WECS placement that are compatible
with local zoning schemes. See FAIRFIELD, CALIFORNIA ORDINANCES §--, ( ) LINCOLN, NE-
BRAsKA ORDNANCES Title 27, §27.47.030(t ().
97. See NouN, supra note 3, at 7.
93. See NOUN, supra note 3, at 7.
99. See NOUN, supra note 3, at 7.
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erty could go undeveloped to protect downwind access. A better
regulatory method would encourage use of as much land as possible in
high wind areas. Finally, use of easements or covenants to regulate
wind access does not encourage equitable development of the resource;
early upwind developers benefit while subsequent downwind develop-
ers may find their property deprived of an uninterrupted flow of wind
necessary for a profitable wind system. For example, the Oregon law
protects existing wind systems"° but downwind developers who have
not yet erected WECS may find their property deprived of adequate
wind by upwind developers who have no interest in entering into an
easement agreement.
Easements could be a useful component of wind access regulation
especially in areas where wind development is limited to residential
use.10' High resource jurisdictions, however, must find other methods
to regulate large scale wind installation access. Water law offers some
alternative solutions.
B. Water Law Solutions"°2
Water law offers two models for regulating wind access: the theory
of prior appropriation 0 3 and the theory of riparian rights.1 4 Analo-
gies between wind and water appear appropriate because of superficial
similarities between the resources. Use of the wind is affected by
nearby upwind activity in much the same way that use of water is af-
fected by nearby upstream activity.
Regulating by prior appropriation favors the developer who first
makes use of the resource."0 According to early prior appropriation
concepts, prior taking and use of water established a quasi-private pro-
prietorship.1 0 6 A possessory right was created 10 7 and the doctrine of
"first in time, first in right" was adopted to resolve disagreements
100. See OR. REv. STATS §227.290(3).
101. The law governing solar access easements has been suggested by some commentators as
an appropriate model for wind access. Wind and solar energy, however, are sufficiently different
that the applicability of the solar model is limited. Further, solar access protection has been
designed to protect small scale residential access. Large scale WECS installations pose different
problems than small scale solar access. See CAL. CIV. CODE §§801(18), 801.5; Corr, supra note 2,
at 11; NoUN, supra note 3, at 5.
102. See generally Bennett, Some Uncertainties in the Law of Water Rights, 21 S. CAL. L. REv.
344 (1948), Bennett, Some Fundamentals of LegalInterests and Water Supplies, 22 S. CAL. L. REv.
1 (1948); Bennett, Concurrent Legal Interests in Water Supplies, 22 S. CAL. L. REv. 349 (1949).
103. See generally 62 CAL. JuR. 3d Water §§255-262 (1981) (appropriative water rights) [here-
inafter cited as Water].
104. See Water, supra note 103, §§65-183 (riparian rights).
105. See Water, supra note 103, §255 (defining appropriative rights).
106. See Water, supra note 103, §255.
107. See Water, supra note 103, §255.
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among users of the resource. 108 "First in time, first in right" would
encourage developers to erect WECS in haste, without regard for opti-
mum WECS placement, safety and efficiency of equipment, or suitabil-
ity of equipment to the site, 0 9 simply to acquire prior right to the
resource. 10 The doctrine of prior appropriation could thus be applied
similarly to wind access rights but would not yield orderly development
of the resource.
The doctrine of riparian rights is the second model derived from
water law. Riparian rights accrue to a person whose land is bounded
or traversed by a natural stream."' The landowner has the right to the
reasonable and beneficial use of water on the owner's land.'1 2 At com-
mon law, each riparian owner had an equal right to the benefit of the
water as it passed through the land."13 No landowner on the same
stream could divert the waters in a way that unreasonably obstructed or
destroyed the rights of another riparian owner."' A wind access model
based on riparian rights thus would allow developers to satisfy only
their own reasonable resource needs. Downwind developers would
have a cause of action against upwind developers who unreasonably
interferred with the wind flow to downwind property. The reasonable
use of the wind, like reasonable use of water," 5 varies with the facts
and circumstances of each case. Reasonable need would be difficult to
establish in a commercial situation because it would require apportion-
ment among large wind installations generating energy not for personal
use but for profit. Reasonable need would have to be considered in
light of both the economic interests of affected developers and the en-
ergy and environmental interests of the state. Neither the doctrines of
prior appropriation nor riparian rights achieve maximum energy pro-
duction of the wind resource. Other regulatory models must therefore
be examined.
C. Zoning Solutions
The California Constitution grants local jurisdictions the authority to
108. See Water, supra note 103, §257 (application of common law doctrine of appropriative
rights).
109. See generally COMMON SENSE WIND ENERGY, supra note 72, at 32-35 (discussing the
importance of matching WECS equipment with the characteristics of the site).
110. Modernly, in California, water appropriation is governed by the Water Commission Act.
An appropriator must obtain a permit from the State Water Resources Board. See 3 B. WTIUN,
SUMMARY OF CALIFORNiA LAW RealProperty (hereinafter cited as B. WrrKIN) §§377-580 (8th ed.
1978).
111. See Water, supra note 103, §65 (defining riparian rights).
112. See Water, supra note 103, §65.
113. See Water, supra note 103, §66 (common law origin of riparian doctrine).
114. See Water, supra note 103, §66.
115. See 3 B. WrrxiN, supra note 110, §§583-585.
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enact zoning ordinances regarding uses of property that affect the
health, safety, and welfare of the community.'1 6 Pursuant to this zon-
ing power some California localities,' 17 have enacted "setback" l  re-
quirements governing the placement of WECS. The ordinances
require the WECS to be installed a specified distance from the property
boundary. The setbacks have been used thus far for safety and aes-
thetic reasons, but they could be implemented to protect wind access.
A developer would be required to install the WECS a sufficient dis-
tance from the downwind property line to allow the wind to recover the
original velocity. Vallejo," 9 for example, requires setbacks based on
the rotor diameter 20 of the WECS. If each developer followed the set-
back requirements, however, it is possible that buffer zones twice as
large as necessary might result. Thus, the setback zoning method
would meet local needs and ensure individual access but would not
achieve maximum energy production from the resource.
Real property, water, and zoning law principles have limited appli-
cation in regulating wind access but none is entirely suitable. In some
jurisdictions, however, one or more of these approaches could be used
in conjunction with "unitization," a theory originating in oil and gas
law.
APPLYING A UNITIZATION THEORY TO REGULATE
WIND ACCESS RIGHTS
Unitization, 12  a concept developed in oil and gas law, provides a
useful model for wind access regulation.2 u By establishing correlative
116. Zoning involves the division of a community into various districts in which certain use,
density, and size regulations are stipulated. See 2 POWEL, supra note 55, §869[l].
117. The counties of San Mateo and Solano and the cities of Fairfield and Vallejo have en-
acted ordinances governing the placement of WECS. See San Mateo County, California Planning
Commission Guidelines for Wind Turbine Electrical Generating Systems (adopted May 27, 1981);
SOLANO COUNTY ORDINANCES §-; FAIRFIELD, CALIFORNIA ORDINANCES §-; VALLEJO, CALI-
FORNIA ORDrNANcEs §16.74.040(D).
118. Setback provisions prescribe the distance between the fronts of structures and the streets
which they face by requiring that buildings be set back a minimum number of feet or by prohibit-
ing construction within a minimum specified distance of the street. Setbacks prescribing WECS
placement stipulate distances from the developer's property boundary rather than the street. See 2
POWELL, §86911] (1981).
119. See VALLEJO, CALIFoRNIA ORDiNANCES §16.74.040(D).
120. The wind rotor consists of the blades plus the hub to which they are attached. The rotor
generally, is mounted on a pole or tower along with generating and electrical storage equipment.
The rotor diameter is the distance from tip to tip of the blades. See Taubenfeld, supra note 1, at
1072.
121. See H. WILLIAMS & C. MEYERS, MANUAL OF OIL AND GAS TERms ANNOTATED, 800-01
(5th ed. 1981). See generally 6 H. WILLAIMS & C. MEYERS, OIL AND GAS LAW §§901, 910-921
(1981) [hereinafter cited as WILLIAMS & MEYERS]; D. Gregg, Community Leases and Pooling
Clauses, 7 U.C.L.A. L. REv. 289 (1960).
122. Because the wind is a renewable resource, some commentators suggest that legal analo-
gies to nonrenewable resources like oil and gas are inappropriate. Renewability, however, can be
viewed as merely a function of time. Fossil fuels may be renewable, but only over millions of
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rights among property owners, unitization facilitates sharing in a com-
mon resource. The concept was designed to encourage orderly devel-
opment of oil and gas resources through regulating the careful
placement of wells and could be similarly applied to wind resource
fields or "regimes."
A. Unit Operation
"Unitization" or "unit operation" refers to the joint operation of all
or some part of an oil or gas producing reservoir 2 3 whereby individual
developers share in the revenues from the sale of the resource brought
to the surface. Unitization allows an entire resource field to be oper-
ated as a single entity. 24 Under a unitization program wells may be
located in accordance with the best engineering practices without re-
gard for surface property lines.12 5 Unit operation ignores individual
property boundaries for WECS placement purposes and the wind re-
gime is developed as a whole. The purpose of unitization is to prevent
physical and economic waste of the resource. 126
Oil and gas law defines the area to be unitized according to the exist-
ence of a "common source" or "pool" of supply of the resource.12 7 In
oil and gas drilling, common source of supply means
[a] single common source of supply of oil and gas, all parts of which
are permeably connected so as to permit the migration of oil or gas
or both from one portion of said common source of supply to another
whenever pressure differentials are created.' 21
Distinct wind regimes, similar to oil and gas pools or units, can be de-
lineated' 29 and have been mapped with a fair degree of certainty. 1 30
Maximum energy production is the dominant criterion of the plan
with WECS placement determined in accordance with the best siting
years. A disturbance of the wind, including passage through a WECS, renders the resource un-
available over a certain distance, but the productivity of the wind is quickly reestablished. The
best system for protecting wind access should take advantage of regained wind velocity in as short
a distance as possible, about five to seven rotor diameters. See Conversation with Kirk
Marckwald, Deputy Secretary, Resources Dept, State of California, Feb. 5, 1982 [notes on file at
Pacfc Law Journal].
123. See WLLL AMS & MEYERS, supra note 121, §901, at 2 (distinguishing pooling and
unitization).
124. See WILLIAMS & MEYERS, supra note 121, §901, at 3.
125. See H. WILLIAMS & C. MEYERS, MANUAL OF OIL AND GAS TERMS ANNOTATED at 800-
01 (5th ed. 1981) (defining unitization).
126. See WILLIAMS & MEYERS, supra note 121, §901, at 3 (purpose and effect of unitization).
127. See WILLIAMS & MEYERS, supra note 121, §913.4, at 112-14 (citing Palmer Oil Corp. v.
Phillips Petroleum Co., 204 Okla. 543, 231 P.2d 177 (1951) (defining common source of supply)).
128. See WILLIAMS & MEYERS, supra note 121, §913.4, at 114.
129. Seegeneral,, SMALL WIND SYSTEMS APPLICATION ANALYSIS, TECHNICAL REPORT AND
ExEcuTIVE SUMMARY, §4.2.1, at 71 (RFP-314712 UC 60, June 1981) (wind resource maps) [here-
inafter cited as SMALL WIND SYSTEMS APPLICATION ANALYSIS].
130. See SMALL WIND SYSTEMS APPLICATION ANALYSIS, .rupra note 129, §4.2.1, at 71.
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practices. A WECS placed anywhere within the regime will have a
deleterious effect on the flow and direction of the wind for a certain
distance. The duration of the disturbance depends on the size of the
WECS,131 the geographical characteristics of the area, and the speed of
the wind. 132 In addition, the placement plan should address local inter-
ests to achieve the greatest compatibility possible with local land use.
Use of an overall development plan would guarantee wind access, sat-
isfying the needs of the developers and would promote maximum en-
ergy production, satisfying the needs of the state. Developers in a
defined wind regime would be subject to a unitization agreement. 133
The terms of the agreement would be cooperatively determined by the
local jurisdiction and the developers and would be implemented by a
regulatory body established at the local level.
B. Terms of the Unitization Agreement
Unit operation is achieved by the agreement134 that provides for the
operation and development of the area. The unitization agreement
should be drafted by the developers in the regime affected and
presented to the local regulatory body for approval. The terms of the
agreement should define the boundaries of the unit according to
mapped wind regimes and should be tailored to meet the particular
needs of the area to be unitized. 135 Several other issues must also be
addressed in the agreement including the property interests of all par-
ticipants, the size and power of WECS to be used, costs, and any com-
patible land uses within the unit.'36
1. Ownership Interests and Distribution of Profits
Different property interests may exist within the wind regime; for
example the interests of the owners of the land, the lessees of the land
131. Over seventy companies are involved in the manufacturing of WECS, WECS auxiliary
equipment, tower and subsystems, and measurement and recording devices. WECS vary in size
from small, for example the 200 Watt Winco Wincharger, model no. 1222H to the 2.5 megawatt
Boeing Mod 2. See Remy Ceci, WECS Product File at State Office of Appropriate Technology,
Sacramento, California.
132. See SMALL WIND SYSTEMS APPLICATION ANALYSIS, supra note 129, §4.2.2, at 77.
133. See WILLIAMS & MEYERS, supra note 121, §910, at 85 (voluntary unitization).
134. See I R. MEYERS, THE LAW OF POOLING AND UNITIZATION, §146 (2d ed. 1967) [herein-
after cited as MEYERS].
135. See WILLIAMS & MEYERS, supra note 121, §910, at 86 n.3 (contents of unitization
agreements).
136. A local jurisdiction seeking to regulate wind development and access through unitization
may face many of the same obstacles met in oil and gas unitization. Developers may resist unit
development because of personal pride in owning and operating their own WECS. Consequently,
developers may be reluctant to give up any operational control. However, an effectively drafted
unitization agreement would obviate this problem by giving each developer a voice in the organi-
zation and governing of the unit. See generally WILLIAMS & MEYERS, supra note 121, at 86 n.3.
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who pay royalties to owners as in oil and gas situations, 137 and the
owners of undeveloped land whose interests pre-date the wind develop-
ment should be considered. The economic interests of all the parties
must be protected 138 in the unit plan.
The unitization plan must develop a participation formula 3 9 to de-
termine the portion of the generated energy each participant is to re-
ceive. Each operator's share of the energy produced should be in
proportion to the contribution the operator makes to the unit. 140 To
establish an equitable formula, surface acreage, number of WECS, and
the wind availability of each developer must be considered. 41 The
unitization plan also must contain a method for apportioning opera-
tional cost among owners based on the comparative property interests
of owners, WECS placement (or absence to ensure the wind access of a
neighboring developer), and the individual operating costs.
The unit agreement also must address sale or lease of unit parcels
after unit operation has commenced. The interests of later developers
and their participation in profits and cost of operations must be deter-
mined. The agreement should specify the extent of the participants'
ability to transfer their rights and liabilities to others.
2. Routine Operations
The unitization agreement must provide for daily operation of the
area. A unit supervisor or supervisory committee should control the
business and affairs of the unit. Additional committees 42 may be es-
tablished to focus on specific matters. Types of special committees
would include an engineering and meterology committee to monitor
wind pattern changes and recommend spacing and placement modifi-
cations; an equipment evaluation committee charged with responsibil-
ity for maintenance and replacement of outmoded equipment; a utility
liasion committee with the critical responsibility of bargaining with the
utility companies on price, placement of transmission lines, and other
matters concerning the sale of wind power to the utility for distribution
137. Some non-developer landowners are already receiving royalties based on the amount of
electricity generated by WECS on their land. See Harvesting the Wind, supra note 5, at 10.
138. Developers holding title to particularly productive parcels might object to unitization
because of the advantageous location of their land. However, the realization that their own pro-
duction capacity could be impaired or destroyed by upwind WECS installations should provide
an incentive for the cooperation of these developers in the unitization agreement.
139. See MEYER, supra note 134, §402 (unit formula).
140. See MEYERS, supra note 134, §402.
141. Widespread distribution of profits and general mistrust of unitization by developers could
be a stumbling block to unit operation. Participation in the agreement and distribution of the
profits correlative to the property interest of each developer should be an acceptable approach to
this problem.
142. See MEYERS, supra note 134, §403 (committees).
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to the community; 143 and accounting and legal committees.
3. Future Unit Development
Duration of the unitization agreement and methods for altering, ex-
tending, or terminating the agreement must also be considered by the
drafters. Although the unit should generally be determined according
to the parameters of the wind regime, the agreement should allow for
necessary and flexible modification of the unit boundaries. For exam-
ple, local zoning issues or the availability of transmission lines might
affect the actual boundaries of the unit. The various legal interests af-
fected by the changes as well as the legal method for changing the
boundaries should thus be specified.
4. Local Considerations and Compatible Land Use
Wind energy production depends on the speed of the wind, the ter-
rain, and the size of the WECS.14 The unit agreement must address
the size and megawatt power of the WECS to be used and determine
the appropriate number of machines to be used and the spacing be-
tween them. 145 Local aesthetic and environmental concerns will also
be considered in this aspect of the development plan. With careful
planning it will often be possible to accommodate local aesthetic con-
siderations with no loss of power generation.
The size and height of the WECS used within the unit will influence
whether other uses of the land may be compatible with wind energy
generation. For example, WECS are sufficiently elevated from the
ground to permit cattle-grazing as a compatible use. The land also
might be used for growing crops. Compatible 146 uses and their related
financial arrangements should be addressed in the unit agreement.
143. See Public Utilities Commission, OIR 2 Proceedings, (Decision 82 01 103, Jan. 21, 1982)
(ruling on the Public Utility Commission's motion to establish standards governing the prices,
terms and conditions of electric utility purchases of electric power from small bargaining and
negotiations in nonstandard contracts).
144. See notes 76-78 and accompanying text infra.
145. Lack of adequate technical data for planning might be an objection raised by developers
opposed to unitization. Lack of data, however, affects any choice of access regulation, due to the
rapid technological advances yet to be tested. Placement modifications and adaptations may oc-
cur as new data becomes available.
146. Developers, state energy folks and many utilities are high on the wind. It's an abun-
dant, clean, renewable power source, and more compatible with the land than strip-
mining coal, stockpiling nuclear waste or damming rivers. It leaves the land's agricul-
tural use undisturbed. Sandy Turner, spokeswoman for U.S. Wind Power, which ex-
pects to have 100 turbines spinning by July at a site about 10 miles northwest of Fayette's
farm, says ranchers have welcomed them. "Ranchers are delighted to see a force that
was always against them now working for them. They feel they're getting two crops." In
most cases, they're also getting royalties based on the amount of electricity stirred up by
the windmills.
Harvesting the Jind, supra note 5, at 10.
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Specific uses might be restricted or the approval of other developers
might be required prior to using the land in certain ways.
An overall development plan supplemented by an underlying uni-
tization agreement will protect the economic interests of the developers
by guaranteeing wind access. 147 Access is protected by orderly spacing
and siting of the machines. Moreover, the expectations of the develop-
ers would be considered in the development plan and provided for
before actual WECS installation and energy production begins. As the
beneficiaries of the plan, the developers should bear the initial cost of
the unitization agreement. Expected costs might include (1) an envi-
ronmental impact report on the effect of WECS placement in the area,
(2) technology assessment of the WECS equipment available and best
suited to the area, (3) a detailed wind map of the development site,
(4) permit fees paid to the local regulatory body, and (5) legal fees
incurred in drafting the unitization plan.
In summary, unitization is well suited for areas of large scale wind
development. Through cooperative planning between local jurisdic-
tions and local developers, unitization encourages thoughtful and or-
derly development of the resource and protects wind access. Unit
operation also is compatible with state policy guidelines designed to
protect the state interest in maximizing all resource energy production.
State legislation should stipulate the unitization concept as the pre-
ferred option of local regulation in jurisdictions that are suitable for
large scale development. 4 '
SUGGESTED LEGISLATION
Current wind legislation encourages wind development but does not
protect the state interest in maximum resource development. 149 To en-
sure that local jurisdictions implement consistent access regulations
which support statewide policy goals, the following legislation is
suggested.
SECTION 1. PURPOSE
This statute is adopted to encourage and promote the efficient use
147. Developers might argue that requiring a unitization plan would defeat the state interest
in maximum wind production because of the time it takes to draft and implement a use plan. This
argument, however, is not very convincing. Thoughtful planning will insure safer and more effi-
cient development of the resource than other methods (or none at all) which might allow immedi-
ate WECS installation.
148. Unitization may raise constitutional and antitrust issues. Discussion of these issues, how-
ever, is beyond the scope of this comment. For references to these issues in the context of oil and
gas unitization see WILLAMS & MERs, supra note 121, §912.
149. See CAL. PuB. REs. CODE §25611.
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and development of wind to generate electrical energy15° through local
control of wind access.
SECTION 2. FINDINGS
a) Wind energy is abundant, the technology to convert wind to
electricity is proven and the economics of electrical generation from
the wind are promising.'
b) The conversion of wind to electricity will reduce state depen-
dence on nonrenewable fossil fuel, supplement existing energy
sources, and decrease air and water pollution that results from the
use of conventional energy sources.' 52
c) California needs a wind energy program which will result in sit-
ing large scale wind energy conservation systems owned and oper-
ated by private and public utilities throughout the state.1
53
d) The state, in cooperation with local jurisdictions, should use
practical and feasible means to promote prompt and efficient devel-
opment of wind because it is a renewable resource which efficiently
generates energy and conserves scarce resources.
e) Regulation and assurance of wind access is an important compo-
nent in the efficient development of wind energy production.
SECTION 3. DEFINITIONS
a) "Wind energy conversion system (WECS)" means any wind de-
vice including blades, tower, and turbine which uses wind as the pri-
mary source of energy to generate electricity and has a rated
electrical generating capacity of at least 30 kilowatts.' 5
4
b) "WECS array" means a cluster of WECS sited together to take
maximum advantage of wind resources in a particular location.
55
c) "Wind energy" means electricity generated by any device that
uses wind as its primary source of power.156
d) "Wind regime" means a geographically defined wind area.
e) "High wind area" means wind regimes with mean annual wind
speeds of at least eleven miles per hour.
f) "Local jurisdictions" refers to counties or cities.
g) "Wind access" means the unobstructed availability of wind flow
to a wind energy conversion system.
h) "Unit operation" means placement and operation of wind en-
150. See id. §25001 (state responsibility for ensuring adequate supply of electrical energy).
151. See CAL. STATS. 1978, c. 1089, §1(a), at 3329.
152. See DRAFT MODEL ORDINANcE, supra note 16, §2 at 27.
153. See CAL. STATS. 1978, c. 1089, §l(b), (d) at 3329.
154. Cf. CAL. PuB. REs. CODE §25611(a)(1) (definition of large scale wind electric turbine).
155. See 1d. §25611(a)(4).
156. See id. §25611(a)(5).
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ergy conversion systems in a defined wind regime without regard to
individual property boundaries. Unit operation enables the area to
be developed as a whole.
SECTION 4. LOCAL AUTHORITY TO REGULATE WIND ACCESS
a) Local jurisdictions containing high wind regimes and therefore
potential for large scale wind energy conversion system develop-
ment l1 7 must implement a plan which ensures wind access to devel-
opers and maximizes production of the resource.
b) Local planning procedures must reasonably accommodate state
energy needs and promote maximum energy production from the re-
source. The legislature intends that unit operation be the preferred
option of local wind access regulation in those jurisdictions contain-
ing high velocity wind regimes.
c) Local wind access regulation must consider promotion and im-
plementation of state policy whether or not unit operation is
adopted. Factors include, but are not limited to:
1) maximum energy production;
2) permissible size and type of wind energy conversion systems;
3) wind speed and consistency;
4) wind pattern;
5) terrain;
6) protection of economic interests of the parties;
7) location of utility connections;
8) local considerations including safety, aesthetics, noise, electro-
magnetic interference, signs, set-backs, and liability insurance.
CONCLUSION
The California Legislature has recognized that wind energy is abun-
dant, that the technology to convert wind to electricity is proven, and
that electrical generation from wind is economically promising and en-
vironmentally sound. 158 Moreover, commercial development of wind
has been promoted by state and federal legislation.159 Unless access to
wind energy can be guaranteed, however, wind development will be
hampered.
The manner chosen to resolve the wind access issue must balance the
157. Small WECS for residential use may also be subject to state and local regulation. The
needs of small and large WECS, however, are different. Arguably, owners of small WECS should
not be subject to the same regulations imposed upon commercial developers. See generally Last
Gaspfor Small Windmills? Sacramento Bee, Feb. 27, 1982, Country Life, at 11.
158. See CAL. STATS. 1978, c. 1089, §(a), at 3329.
159. See generally PURPA, 16 U.S.C. §§2601-2645 (Supp. 11 1978), CAL. PuB. REs. CODE
§§26000-26042.4.
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commercial interests of the developers with the energy protection and
environmental needs of the state. The interests of the state and the
developer are accommodated by statewide policy legislation and local
regulation through unitization agreements. Legislation asserting the
state interest in maximum energy production from the resource gives
local jurisdictions guidance in designing a regulatory scheme and di-
rects them to consider unitization in areas containing high velocity
wind regimes where large scale wind development may occur.
State authorization of specific regulatory authority at the local level
enables local jurisdictions to employ methods that accommodate state
and local interests while meeting the needs of the wind developers. Lo-
cal jurisdictions have several legal models from which to choose, but
unit operation is an effective option in high wind resource areas. By
requiring development planning and WECS spacing, unitization guar-
antees access to all unit developers and maximizes the energy produc-
tion of the resource. Unitization thus is a good way to protect the
economic expectations of the developers as well as meet the energy
needs of the state.
Christina Desser
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